Kinetic models of coupling between H+ and Na(+)-translocation and ATP synthesis/hydrolysis by F0F1-ATPases: can a cell utilize both delta mu H+ and delta mu Na+ for ATP synthesis under in vivo conditions using the same enzyme?
Kinetic models of the F0F1-ATPase able to transport H+ or/and Na+ ions are proposed. It is assumed that (i) H+ and Na+ compete for the same binding sites, (ii) ion translocation through F0 is coupled to the rate-limiting step of the F1-catalyzed reaction. The main characteristics of the dependences of ATP synthesis and hydrolysis rates on delta psi, delta pH, and delta pNa are predicted for various versions of the coupling model. The mechanism of the switchover from delta mu H(+)-dependent synthesis to the delta mu Na(+)-dependent one is demonstrated. It is shown that even with a drastic drop in delta mu H+, ATP hydrolysis by the proton mode of catalysis can be effectively inhibited by delta psi and delta pNa. The results obtained strongly support the possibility that the same F0F1-ATPase in bacterial cells can utilize both delta muH+ and delta muNa+ for ATP synthesis under in vivo conditions.